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Summary

An efficient class ofestimators for estimating population mean has been con
sidered using supplementary information on two auxiliary variables, one of
which is used at the sample lelection stage and other for improving the
estimator at the estimation stage. This generalizes the estimators suggested
by Agarwal and Kumar [1] and Jhajj and Srivastava [2]. Asymptotic expres
sions for bias and mean squared error (MSB) of the estimators in the class
have been obtained. ~
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Introduction

Suppose, information on two auxiliary variables highly correlated
with the study variable is available. Let a sample of size « be drawn
with PPS sampling with replacement. Let denote the probability of
selection (based on one of the two auxiliary variables) of its unit di,

. / = 1,2, . . . , M Let yi and x, denote respectively thevalues of the vari
able under study andjhe a^iliary variable X for the. Jth unit of the
population. Also let y^ and Xdenote the respective populatioQ njeaiis.
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n n

Write, ,v, = 1^, . ^ 2."'. - J- S.
i = 1 i = 1 -

and

i ('.-o'.
/.=1

The following notations arc used :

N N

1=1 /=1

c,' = fx', 8„ = 2 Pi (t/, - y)' (V, -p)', p„v =
i« 1

Pa - "4 . «i - and Pi - a?.

Defining

W = Z= z (un-y), 8= W-l,ri = Z-l,

we have

.. (e) = £ (8) = J5(ti) =0, E (e^) = E (8») =

1£(.«) =;~.[p,-(^-Tri)]- „(Pi-1) P. «-J =for "—f = I,
n — 1

Y£(e8) = -i p„'C„C

E(675) =-^ 4' C„ and £" (Sy)) =

Using supplementary information on two auxiliary variables : One at
the stage of selection of the sample and the other at the estimation stage
and then considering, the best linear gombioatiop of the probability
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proportional to size (PPS) estimator and the ratio estimator, Agarwal
and Kumar [1] reported the following estimator

A

Yak = Kiin + (i _ (s„/v„) X (I.l)

for estimating population mean F ofthe study character 7, where A" is a
suitably chosen constant.

The minimum MSE of Yak to the first degree ofapproximation, obta
ined by Agarwal and Kumar [1] is given by

Min. MSE {Yak) = f Cl (I - (1.2)

Following Srivastava and Jhajj [3], Jhajj and Srivastava [2] formulated
a class of estimators for Ywhen sampling is done by the method of
probability proportional to a suitable size variable which is different
from the auxiliary variable used at the estimation stage, as

Ybs = u„t{W, Z), (j 3)

where7 {W, Z) is a function of W and Z such that

<0. 1)=1

and also satisfies certain regularity conditions.

The minimum MSE of Yhs obtained by Jhajj and Srivastava [2], to the
first degree of approximation, is given by

Min. MSE (Fhs) = ~ C^ "1 _ ! _ P«v —V)'
(1.5)

In this paper we have defined a class of estimators of the population
mean Ywhen the sampling is done by the method ofprobability propor
tional to suitable size variable which is different from the auxiliary
variable used at the estimation stage. Asymptotic expressions for bias
and MSE of the proposed class of estimatorshave been obtained. It has
been shown that the minimumJ^SE of the suggested class of estimators
is less than those of Yak and Yhs considered by Agarwal and Kumar [I]
^nd Jhajj and Srivastava (2) respectively.
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2. The Class of Estimators

99

Consider the PPS sampling scheme wUh replacement based on Po
Then the proposed class of estimators of y is

A .

Yhps =-h {u„ W, Z,) (2.1)

where h {un, W, Z) is a function of Wn, W and Z's such that

h{Y,\,\) = YhAY,\,\), - (2.2)
' ' s

ha {Y, 1,1) denotes the first order partial derivative with respect to un
about the point (7, 1; 1).

We assume that the function h {un, W, Z) is continuous and has conti
nuous first and second order partial derivatives which are bounded in a
closed convex subset, S, of the three dimensional real space containing

the point (y, 1, 1).
Expanding the function A(m„, W,Z) about the point (7; 1, 1) in a

second order Taylor's series, we have

Yhps = /2 (y, 1. 1) 4- {un - Y) K (Y, h 1) + (W - 1) (7, 1, 1)

+ {Z- \)hAY,l,l)

1

+ T {un - ?)••' Aoo (K, Z*) + 2 (un - ?) (Pf - 1) ,

/'01«>*.Z*) , ,, -
+ 0-l)= /Jn «, w*, Z*) + 2.(W- 1) (Z - ) h,, (u*„, W*, z*)

+ 2 (m„ - Y) (Z - l), /7o,.(<. W*, Z*) + (Z-\yh,2

W*,Z^) (2 3)

where = I + A («?„- K), W* = 1 + [j, (W-\), Z* = \ + v

(Z - 1); 0_< A< 1, 0 < [A < 1, 0 < V< 1 and h ( Y, 1, 1), h (Y,
I, 1), hiiV, 1, 1) denote the first order partial derivatives of the function
h (u„. W, Z) at the point (m„. JF, Z) = ( K, 1, 1)and //oo (<, W*, Z*), h,,
(<. W*, Z*), h,, W*, Z*). A,8 ml W*, ZV, All «, W*, Z*) and

W*, Z*) denote its second order partial, derivatives at the poinf
{u;.w*,z*). ^
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Substituting for Un, Wand Z in terms of s, Sand v) in (2.3) and using
(2.2) we have

YhfS = (r + e) ho (Y. 1. 1) + S (Y, 1, 1) + ri (Y, I, 1)

+ Y' /Zoo iHn, W*, Z*) + 2 y eS ho, {ul, W*, Z*)

+ /hi K w*' Z-) + 2 viS Aia (K, Z*)
+ 2 y ev) ho, («* W*, Z*)

+ W*,Z*) (2.4)

Taking expectation of both sides of (2.4), it is easily found that

(Yhps) = rAo(y. I. 1) + 0 («-i). (2.5)

The mean squared error upto terms of order n-^ of Yhps is given by

MSE (Yhps) = E (Yhps - Y)'

, = £[(Y'+ e'+ 2Ye)hS(r, 1, 1) + S'h!(Y, 1, 1)

+• ri^ h\ {Y, 1, 1) + P + 2 (7 +. e) S h, (7, 1, 1)h, (Y, 1, 1)

+ 2 v]S hi (Y, 1, 1) h (Y, 1, 1) + 2 (? + e) 7)

X hAY. hVh,(Y, l,l)-2Y{(Y+e) hg(Y. 1, 1)

+ 8A,(f, 1, i) + vi/i3(y; 1, !)}],

= [F* {(1 + n~' C2) h2 (f, 1, 1) - 2 A, (Y, 1, 1) + 1}
(2.6)

+ C^yhj (Y-I, 1)+(h - l)hl(Y, 1, 1)

+ 2 r p„, c„ Cv/^o (7,1,1)(y, 1, 1) + 2 ai C

X h, (7, l. l)h,(Y, 1, 1) + 2Y'P Cu ho (7, 1, 1) h^ (Y, I, 1)}]

which is minimized for

h, (Y, ], I) =

(2.7)

(2.8)
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h> (F.l. 1) = , (110)

where R= Di = (Pa - Pi -0, A = [ "pKi - (P2 - 1) Puv],

I Da = (Pu»

and D = [pa ^ Pi - I + «-VC2 {(p, - Pi - 1) (1 - pD - («i p„,- W]

Substituting from (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) in (2.7), the minimum mean,

squared error of Yhps, up to terms of order m"^, is given by

Min •MSB (^pj).
ya ' CS [(1- p;„) (p2 - P, - 1) - (p«ai - <];)»] ..

- «, • [B, - Pi -1 + c2{(i - pd (p, - Pi -1) - (p«.«, - m]

(2.11)

- The class of estimators defined in (2.1) is^ very large; Any parametric
function A(wn, W, Z) satisfying (2.2) can generate an estimator of the
class. If the parameters in/j («,„ W, Z) are so chosen that they satisfy
(2^8), (2.9) and (2.i0), then the resulting estimator will have the asymp
totic mean squared error given by (2.11);

3. Theoretical Comparisons

It is well known that the variance of is

Var («„) = ya , (3.1)
n . -

From (1.2),and (3.1) we have

Var (a„) - Min • MSE (F^yj) = \ pi, (3.2)

> 0 •
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From (1.2) and (1.5) we have

Min •MSE (f^^.) - Min •MSB (7hs) =• — • ~ ,
n (Pa — Pi — 1)

(3.3)

> 0, since P, — — 1 > 0

and from (1.5) and (2.11) we have

Min • MSE {Yhs) - Min • MSE (Yhps)

li. m - Pi -1) (1 - pi) d - (g, p»v -
~ n (P2-Pi-l)ni +«-^C2{l-p2,-(a,p„,-^;M|3a-Pi-l)-^}

>0 (3.4)

Thus we have the following inequality :

Min . MSE ( Yhps) ^ Min • MSE (Yhs) < Min • MSE (Y^k) < Var (k„)

(3.5)

It follows from (3.5) that the proposed class of estimators Yhps is more
A.

efficient than those of Yak and Yhs envisaged by Agarwal and Kumar [1]
and Jhajj and Srivastava [2], and the usual estimator

It is to be noted that the minimum MSE of Yhs suggested by Jhajj
and Srivastava [2] would be less than that of the usual regression esti-

^ ^ —

mator Yh = u„ + b {X — v„), b being the sample regression coefficient

of on X and the estimator Yak considered by Agarwal and Kumar [1]
if and only if pav C„ aj 9^: i}), where as the minimum MSE of the propos

ed class of estimators Yhps is less than that of Yir and Yak even when

P«v Cu ai = <\i.

It can also easily be seen that the estimators of the form :

t,= u„ + y*(JV - 1) + a; (Z - 1) (3.6)

and

= a'o (^ - 1) + - 1)
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are the members of the proposed class Yhps in (2.1) but not of the class ,

Yhs in (1.3) reported by Jhajj and Srivasta.va [2], where a» and »*
are suitably chosen constants.

The conclusion is that the proposed class of estimators Yhps is. more

eflScient and wider than the clashes of estimators Yak in (1.1) and Yhs in
(1.3) forwarded by Agarwal and Kumar [1] and Jhajj and Srivastava [2]
respectively. ,

4. The Bias

To obtain the bias of Yhps, we, assume that the third partial deriva
tives of h{un, W, Z) also exist and are continuous and bounded in a
closed convex subset, 5, of three dimensional real space containing the
point (Y, 1, 1). Then expanding h («„,' PF, Z) around, {Y, 1, 1) to third
order Taylor's series and taking expectations, we obtain the bias of

Yhps up to terms of order n~^ .

Bias i%Ps)= .~[2n{h,(Y, 1, 1) - 1} + HX Cl (T, I. 1)

+ 2p„, C„Cv V (Y, 1, 0 + 2^ C„ (Y, 1, 1) '

+ {CUniY, 1, 1) + 2 Cv hu {Y. 1, 1)

+ (^2 - l)/i.2(F, 1. 1)}] •. - (4.1)

where h^AY, 1, 1). h^AY, 1, 1), {Y, 1, 1), hn (Y, 1, 1), h,, {Y, 1, 1)
and/122 (y, 1, 1) denote second partial derivatives of the function
A(till, W, Z) at the point {Y, I, 1). Thus it is seen that the bias of the

estimator Fffps also depends upon the second partial derivatives of the
function A(fin, W, Z) at the point {Y, 1, l).and will, be different for
different asymptotic bias of any estimator of the class (2.1).
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